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Overview of Project

Site challenges and your proposed solutions. Include examples of sites that handle those challenges.
The website I am using as reference is the official website for Demi Lovato (www.demilovato.com) because it has 

the same layout I’m imagining to create with big pictures at the top followed by the sections, is a very complete 
website, with similar pages as the ones I want to create for the band’s website.
• Easy to navigate: The solution is to create a top menu/navigation bar with the pages links’ to make easier for 

whoever is browsing the website, even if its their first time visiting it. And trying to condense the content as much 
as possible in a few number of pages.
• Display tour dates: Create a table in the specif page showing the date for upcoming concerts, the name of the 

venue, the city and state where is going to be and a link to get tickets and more information about each one in an 
external website.
• Display the discography: A page will be created to show the whole band discography including the DVDs they 

have; showing the covers along with the soundtrack and music videos from each album, as well as a link where peo-
ple can buy those in external websites.
• Merchandise: the band’s merch is in a separated website, but the main one will have like a link for it, as well as 

some products displayed in the home page.
• Let the fans know what’s going on with the band: The home page will have a section with the latest news about 

the band like award nominations, and a page dedicate to the news will be create as well, so the fans will not miss out 
on anything related to the band.
• What about people that know the band yet? A biography page will be created with a short paragraph about the 

band so people can get to know who they are and where they are from. 
• For those who are already fans, the biography page will also have a complete biography about the band and its 

members, pictures, awards and everything about their journey.
• Keeping the band’s brand identity: The band has a really good brand identity in their CD covers where they always 

have their logo with a skull, and they always make reference to older CD covers when they release a new one; for the 
website I want to maintain that, trying to include references to their CDs, tours, on the background and throughout 
the other pages.

Site Goals
A place where old fans can know what is going on with the band, watch interviews, be aware of the tour dates, 

new singles and music videos, also a link the band and its members official social medias and the merchant website 
(which is not inside the main band website).
And for the new fans, or whoever wants to know more about the band, the website goal is to be interesting, letting 

them know where the band came from and who they are, a space where they easily can find their music and other 
stuff like videos and the merch store as well.



Site Messages / Moods
A complete All Time Low source where the fans can find everything about the band and its members, without 

having to go to other websites like Wikipedia; with an easy navigation, a ‘rock ‘n’ roll’ look that matches the band’s 
identity, with a lot of reference that only fans would recognize but ‘new fans’ and ‘plain folks’ would also like it.

Brief description of site users / target audience
The main target audience for the website is the fans, that are in an age range that goes from 16 to 35 years old; 

most of them are teenagers and/or young adults, but there are also adults that have been fans for a while and met 
the band when they were younger.

Requirements for Delivery  
(support for specific browsers and devices; minimum connection speeds; constraints on the type of content)

For the website to load is necessary any type of browser in a computer device, the design for mobile would be a 
different one but with the same content.

Content Inventory

A list of what is needed for the site: structure (sections / pages, text, images, multimedia, links, tables, forms, etc.)
• Home: navigation on top with link to other pages; small news section with link to page; tour dates section with 

the upcoming dates and a link to the page); small merchandise section with a few pictures of products and link to 
the external website; twitter, instagram and facebook widgets on the right side.
• Footer: social media links, copyright, search bar, e-mail subscription and quick links.
• Tour dates page: table with date, venue, city/state and link to an external website to buy tickets.
• News page: brief of articles from magazines/websites they appeared with link to those; some articles with news 

about the band like new tour dates, music and video releases, etc.
• Music page: On the top of the page, the newest CD along with the soundtracks and music videos from it. After 

that, the complete band discography with the CDs and DVDs covers, the soundtrack and singles (with music videos) 
from each one, as well as a link to an external website where people can buy it.
• About/biography page: The biography about the band, telling how they got together, where it all started, the CDs 

and DVD they have so far, the awards they have won, ans some other stuff that they have conquered throughout 
their careers, with pictures and fun facts.
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